
INEQUITIES IN THE BENEFITS AND BURDENS
OF PUBLIC EDUCATION

Arthur E. Wise

It had long been believed by many that there was something
fundamentally wa’ong with the way we finance public education in
the United States. In 1965 I first proposed that our syste~n of public
school finance could be challenged under the United States Constitu-
tion.I In arriviug at this conclusion I made a number of observations:

1. While there was and is a question as to the adequacy of
educational resonrces, the question applies to individnal
school districts with unequal force.

2. While there was and is a question as to the efficiency with
which educational resources ,’u’e employed, that question
has been critical for only some school districts.

3. Most state constitutions place the responsibility for edu-
cation with the state legislature. Generally the language of
the article related to the establish~nent of schools requires
the legislature to establish and ~naintain a thorough and
uniform system of free public schools throughont the
state. Thus, the question of educational equity may be
examined in statewide perspective.

4. Most state courts which have had to deal with questions of
school finance have ruled that school taxes, whether
collected by the state or by the localities, are state taxes.
Consequently, it seems appropriate to examine questions
of equity in taxation and of equity in resource allocation
from a statewide perspective.
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1Arthur E. Wise, "Is Denial of Equal Educational Opportunity Constitutional?"
Administrator’s Notebook, February, 1965, pp. 1-4.
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5. The equal protection clause of the fourteenth amendment
to the Constitution of the United States asserts that no
state shall "deny to any person within its jnrisdiction the
equal protection of the laws." The eqmd protection clause
can, in theory, be applied to virtmdly every state law, in-
chtding school finance legislation.

6. All states have recognaized their obligation for the equal-
ization of educational opportunity through the develop-
ment of state aid plans.2

These observations led lne to examine the subject of school
finance from a statewide perspective and to raise the question of the
constitutionality of our system of pnblic school finance.

Financial Inequities

Inequities in school finance have long been a part of our system in
the United States. One school finance expert has said:

...the present plans in use for the apportionment of school funds in
fully three-fourths of the states of the union are in need of careful
revision. And there, is likewise need for more careful study of the prob-
lem than has been giwm it so far by most of the states if it is desired
that future evolution shall take place along more intelligent lines than
has been the case, in the past.~

That expert was Ellwood P. Cubberley, describing the situation as he
saw it in 1905.

Today, from school district to school district within nearly every
state, substantial differences in educational expenditures per student
continue. It is not uncommon to find some school districts spending
three or four times as much as others. Of course, the high edn-
cational expenditures are to be found in the wealthy areas of the
state and the low in the poor areas. Thus, those who are snpposed by
~nany to have greater educational needs have fewer educational
opportunities. And, it turns out, not only do the poor receive less
but they pay more. Generally, poor school districts have higher tax
rates than do rich school districts.

2Observations 3-6 are discussed in Arthur E. Wise, Rich Schools, Poor Schools: 7hePromise
of Equal Educational Opportunity, Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1968.

3Ellwood P. Cubberley, School Funds and Their Apportionment, quoted in James W.
Guthrie, George B. Kleindorfer, He,try M. Levln, and Robert T. Stout, Schools and Inequality,
Cambridge: Massachusetts Institute of Technology Press, 1971.
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The California Supreme Court in its recent decision described the
effect of that state’s school finance system on two districts. The
Baldwin Park school district expended only $577.49 to educate each
of its pupils in 1968-69, while the Beverly Hills school district, in the
same county, expended $1,231.72 per pupil. The principal source of
this inequity was the difference in local assessed property valuation
per child: in Baldwin Park the figure was $3,706 per child, while in
Beverly Hills it was $50,885 - a ratio of 1 to 13. Furthermore,
Baldwin Park citizens paid a school tax of $5.48 per $100 assessed
valuation, while Beverly Hills residents paid only $2.38 per $100 - a
ratio of more than 2 to 1.4

The situation in New England is no different. Writing in the New
England Economic Review in 1970, Steven J. Weiss characterized the
situation as follows:

Since school systems iu most states rely heavily on local tax
revenues, school expenditures arc closely related to local wealth, or tile
size of tbe available property tax base.

This close tic between tile property tax and school spending often
yields strikingly inequitable results: "rich" districts are able to afford
high levels of school spending at moderate tax rates while less affluent
communities exert a greater tax effort and still spend less per pupil on
schools. State govermnents assist localities by providing aid in varying
degrees and aecordiug to a complex variety of allocation procedures.
Unfortunately, even when state school aid is intended to "equalize"
local tax burdens and school spending levels, tile results in practice are
generally rather ineffective, and large disparities persist.5

Weiss gathered data from the six New England States.
In analyzing his data, he arranged school districts in each state

according to the equalized valuation per pupil, the basic school tax
rate in mills, and current expenditures per pupil. He then compared
the 90th and 10th percentile school districts in terms of each of
these dimensions. In Massachusetts, he found that the 90th percen-
tile school district had an assessed valuation of $45,200 per pupil
while the 10th percentile school district had an assessed valuation of

4Serrano v. Priest, 5 Cal. 3d 584, 1971.

5Steven J. Weiss, "The Need for Change in State Public School Finance Systems," New
England Economic Review, January/February, 1970, p. 3. See also the paper by Steven J.
Weiss and Deborah Driscoll in this volume.
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$15,500 per pupil -- a ratio of 2.9 to 1. The 90th percentile school
district had a basic school tax rate of 30.6 mills while the 10th
percentile school district had a basic school tax rate of 13.2 mills - a
ratio of 2.3 to 1. The 90th percentile school district had a current
expenditure per pupil of $858 while the 10th percentile school
district had a current expenditure per pupil of $547 - a ratio of 1.6
to 1. The situation is comparable in the other New England states.
According to Weiss:

The data reveal clearly that large intrastate disparities exist in local
wealth, school tax effort and levels of school spcuding. The most
extreme variation appears in equalized wduaiion per pupil - the
measure of local ability to pay for schools. Variation in tax rates is also
quite high, and it is least severe in speuding levels. That is, of course, as
would bc expected, siucc state school aid distributions and other
factors tend to compensate partially for local wealth disparities. Even
so, tax rates and spending results vary over a wide range ....

The evidence from this study supports the couelusion that wealth is
the most important single factor affecting cxpcnditurcs for education.
There is a consisteut positive relatiouship hetween equalized valuation
per pupil and curreut expenditures per pupil, and a strong inverse cor-
relation hetwecu equalized valuation per pupil and "basic" tax rates.
The disparities in local school tax effort and spending hwels arc largely
attributable to the heavy reliance ou the local property tax in these
states.6

Educational h~equities

Thus far we have spoken only of dollar disparities. But what are
the characteristics of these dollar disparities which lead to a con-
clusion of inequality of educational opportunity? This question has
been recently addressed in an important and provocative study by
Guthrie, Kleindorfer, Levin, and Stout. Their study was prepared in
support of a suit filed by the Detroit Board of Education and has
been published as Schools and Inequality. The study analyzed the
complex relations among socioeconomic status, school services, pupil
performance, and postschool opportnnity in the State of Michigan.
Guthrie et al. put forth the defended five propositions in a system-
atic way. These are:

A. Socioeconomic Status attd School Services. The quality of school
services provided to a pupil is related to his socioe.couomic status,

6Weiss, "The Need for Change in State Public School Finance Systems," p. 8.
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and that relationship is such that lower-quality school services are
associated with a pupil’s being from a lower socioeconomic stratum.

B. School Services and Pupil Achievement. A relationship exists be-
tween the quality of school services provided to a pupil and his
academic achieve~nent, and that relationship is such that higher-
quality school services are associated with higher levels of achieve-
nlent.

C. Pupil Achievement and Postschool Opportunity. The postschool
opportnnities of a pupil are related to his achievement in school, and
that relationship is such that higher aehieve~neut is associated with
"success" and lower achievement is associated with lack of
"success."

D. Socioeconomic Status and the Level of Available Resources. The
total level of resources ~nade available as a result of state arrange-
mcnts for support of schools is related to the socioeconomic status
of pupils, and that relationship is such that lower levels of resources
,are associated with a pupil’s being from a lower socioeconomic statns
household.

E. Level of Available Resources and Ouality of School Services. The
total level of resources provided for tbe snpport of schools is related
to the quality of school services delivered, and that relationship is
such that lower levels of resources are associated with lower-quality
school services.7
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Of these, proposition B, postulating a relationship between school
services and pupil achievement, is the most provocative because it
contradicts the most well-known conclusion of the Equality of Edu-
cational Opportunity Survey, more popularly known as the Coleman
Report. That conclusion was:

Taking all these results together, one implication stands out above all:
That schools bring little influeuce to bear upon a child’s achievement
that is independent of his background and general social context; and
that this very lack of independent effect means that the inequalities
imposed upon children by their home, neighborhood, and peer environ-
ment are carried along to become the iuequalities with which they
coufront adult life at the end of school.8

Guthrie et al. contend that this conclusion is not necessarily war-
ranted because of the inadequacy of the measurements utilized, the

7Guthrie et al., pp. 7, 111.

james S. Coleman et al., Equality of Educational Opportunity, quoted in Guthrie et al., p.
60.
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i~nprecise manipulation of those measures, and the inappropriate
statistical techniques.

Guthrie et al. re-analyzed the Michigan sample in the Coleman
Survey in a new test of school service effectiveness. The study
"controlled" for social environment or background and related 12
school service components to tests of reading ability, mathematics
understanding, and verbal facility. Each of the following was found
to be positively associated with at least one set of test scores at the
.05 level of statistical significance: school site size, librm’y volumes
per student, classrooms per 1,000 students, teachers’ experience,
teachers’ attitudes, and teachers’ verbal akility. The following were
found to be negatively associated: building age, percentage of make-
shift classrooms, and size of school enrollment. In short, the quality
and quantity of school services influence what children learn.

Defining equality of educational opportunity is very difficult.
Defining inequality of educational opportunity is less difficult. A
system which allocates school services on the basis of socioeconomic
status would appear to be denying equality of educational oppor-
tunity.

Equality of Educational Opportunity

It seemed eminently reasonable in the decade of the 1960s to view
these inequities in the light of the then prevailing egalitarian thrust of
the U.S. Supreme Court. The Court, under Chief Justice Earl Warren,
had been embarked on a conrse of gr~aranteeing fundamental rights
to dispossessed minorities and had precipitated broad social change.
In 1954 the Supreme Court declared that, at least as far as race is
concerned, public education is a right that must be made available
equally. Beginning in 1956 the Court began to attack discri~nination
based on wealth in a series of cases concerned with rights of defen-
dants in criminal cases. In 1962 the Court moved to elilninate geo-
graphic discrimination by requiring legislative reapportionment. By
1966 the wealth discrimination argr~ment had been extended to
voting rights in a case that eli~ninated the poll tax.

In the context of this historic trend, a constitutional attack on
inequities in educational finance seemed eminently feasible. Many
parallels among the rights at stake were possible. More important,
perhaps, was the fact that the Warren Court had demonstrated a
willingness to gr~axantee individual rights when legislatures failed to
act. State legislatures had been struggling with miserly state school
finance equalization formulas for at least as long as they had failed to
reapportion themselves.
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But now it is 1972 and the Warren Court is gone. And recent
personnel changes on the Court have vitiated the confident predic-
tion that inequitable school finance systems wonld ultimately be
declared unconstitutional.

The constitutional qnestion which I had posed was whether the
equal protection clause compels a state to afford equal educational
opportunity to all students attending the pnblic schools within that
state. The correct proposition, I believed and contilme to believe, is
that the quality of a child’s education may not be a function of the
wealth of his parents, neighbors, or school district, or I hasten to
add, of their willingnaess to tax themselves for educational purposes.
The focus is upon the cbild, npon equal protection for the cbild, and
upon equality of educational opportunity for all of a state’s children.
Consequently, I proceeded to develop a legal theory which ~vas
consistent with the notion of the rights of the iudividual. After all, in
the other areas in wbich the "fundamental interest tbeory" had been
held to apply - the rights of defendants in criminal cases and the
right to vote - it was the rights of individuals which were to be
protected. It therefore seemed reasonable that if the equal protection
clause were held to apply to educational opportunity, it would apply
to individnal children.

Looked at another way, a state’s school finance statutes embody a
de facto classification of the studeuts in the state on tbe basis of the
school district where they happen to reside. This classification,
explicitly on the basis of school districts and implicitly on the basis
of local assessed valuation per pupil, largely determines the quality of
educational opportunity the student is to receive.

The United States Constitution allows states to classify. Generally,
however, the Snpre~ne Court has ruled that a classification to be
reasonable mnst be related to the purpose of the law. The question
becomes: Is the classification of students according to the tax base
where they live sufficiently related to the pnrpose of the law to be
considered reasonable? If the source of edncational fnnds is not to
determine the quality of the students’ education, then what non-
educational factors can?

If our equal educational opportunity principle were adopted by a
court, what would it mean? It would, first of all, eliminate the foun-
dation program and si~nilar mechanisms. It would end our current
system of allocating educational resources according to social class. It
would assert that the opportunity of an education is a right which
must be made available to all on equal terms. The principle is li~nited
in that it says nothing about the revenue raising function. It speaks
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only to the distribution of educational resources from a statewide
perspective. It is an open principle which asserts only that the quality
of a child’s education may not be a function of the wealth of his
parents, neighbors, or school district. It permits a variety of resource
,allocation schemes which are related to the characteristics of
children.

Fiscal Neutrality

Enter at this point a competing proposition vying for constitu-
tional status - the "fiscal neutrality" or *’no-wealth" principle of
public school finance: the quality of public education may not be a
function of wealth other than the wealth of the state as a whole. This
is the proposition put forth by Coons, Clune, and Sugarman in their
important book on this subject.9 For them the crucial malady of the
current system is the unequal tax burden which com~nunities must
bear for any given level of educational expenditures. Bear in mind
that for this author the crucial defect is uuequal expenditures related
to social class. It is perhaps not too much of an oversimplification to
say that I am concerned with unequal expenditures while they are
concerned with unequal tax rates.

What would the no-wealth principle mean? It insists appropriately
that educational quality not be made a product of local wealth dif-
ferentials. However, it would continue to permit educational quality
to vary from school district to school district. In fact, it would
permit the very situation that exists today. Of course, Coons et al. do
not mean to continue the status quo. They would have the Supreme
Court create the conditions wherein state legislatures could experi-
ment with new systems, hopefully their own.

To get a clearer picture of their objectives, one must examine their
specific proposal for a "power-equalizing" system of public school
finance. The total receipts of a state’s education taxes would be
equally available to all public school children, and ultimate respon-
sibility for school finance would be placed with the state. School
districts, through the taxing mechanism, would be free to choose
various amounts of tbe state’s wealth by deciding how steeply they
are willing to tax the~nselves. The system would leave school districts
- rich and poor alike - free to select levels of spending for education
while giving each district equal power to do so. Thus, for example, a

john E. Coons, William H. Clune III, and Stephen D. Sugarman, Private Wealth andPublic
Education, Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1970.
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com~nunity that chose to tax itself at the rate of 1 percent might
have available $400 per student, irrespective of the wealth of that
community. A community that chose to tax itself at the rate of 2
percent might have available $800 per student, again irrespective of
the wealth of that community. The state in this scheme commits
itself to the specified level of expenditures per student regardless of
what is raised by the local tax. The state gives aid in exactly the
amount that local resources are insufficient to reach the specified
expenditure.

What the system equalizes is the burden that a community must
bear for any given level of educational spending. It most certainly
does not equalize educational resources for all students in a state,
much less provide equal educational opportunity. The quality of a
child’s education continues to be subjected to a vote of his neigh-
bors. And, in a power-equalized state, what is to prevent the rich
from valuing education more highly than the poor?

Coons et al. analyze the corpus of equal protection cases con-
cerned with education, criminal justice, voting, race, poverty, and
geography. Their principal difficulty as they wend their way through
these powerful decisions is to find a way to forbid discrimination by
wealth and to permit discrimination by geography or, more precisely,
by the vote of a child’s neighbors. There must be less onerous alter-
natives.

Should the Supreme Court ever give a full review to a school
finance case, it would not or could not stop at the point that Coons,
Clune, and Sugarman would have it. Having reviewed the corpus of
equal protection law, the Court would have to find it anomalous that
there be equality of opportunity unless a child’s neighbors vote it
away.

Serrano v. Priest

So much for theory. Except for two ill-conceived and abortive
efforts at court tests of the constitutionality of school finance legis-
lation, the first landmark is the California Supreme Court’s decision
in Serrano v. Priest. Bear in mind that we have uncovered at least
three kinds of inequities in school finance - inequities in assessed
valu~ion, inequities in school tax rates, and inequities in per pupil
expenditures, with the last highly correlated with socioeconomic
status. To which of these does Serrano apply? The Court’s opinion
exhibits the heavy influence of Coons, Clune, and Sugarman who had
prepared amicus briefs for the case; much of the opinion reads from
the pages of their book Private Wealth and Public Education. The
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first and clear interpretation of Serrano is consistent with the propo-
sition that the quality of public education may not be a function of
wealth other than the wealth of the state as a whole. This proposi-
tion would permit educational quality to vary from school district to
school district so long as each district had an equal capacity to raise
funds for education.

We can do no better than cite the summary statement of the
California Supreme Court:

The California public school financing system, as prese~tcd to us by
plaintiffs’ complaint supplemented hy matters judicially noticed, since
it deals intimately with education, obviously tguches upon a fimda-
mental interest. For the reasons we have explained in detail, this system
conditions the full entitlement to such inleres[ tm wealth, classifies its
recipients on the basis of their <:ollective afl’hmnce and makes the
quahty of a ehik~’s education depend upon the resources o[’ his school
district and ultimately upon the pocketbook of his parents. We find
that such financing system as presently constituted is not necessary to
the attainment of any compelling state interest. Since it does not wilh-
stand the requisite "slrict scrutiny," it denies to the plaintiffs and
others similarly situated the equal protection of the laws.

The fiscal neutrality interpretation of Serrano would remove wui-
ations in local wealth as a factor in determining how much is to be
spent on the edncation of a child. The capacity of each school
district to raise funds would be equalized. However, local school
districts wonld be permitted to decide how heavily they are willing
to tax themselves and, consequently, how much they wish to spend
on the education of their children. The fiscal neutrality interpre-
tation focnses rather more on taxpayer equity and rather less on
educational equity.

All of this seems rather weak in the light of some of the powerful
statements made by the Court in support of the concept of educa-
tion as a fundamental interest.

First, education is essential in lnaintaining...’freeenterprise
democracy.’...

Second, education is universally relevant ....
Third, public education continttes over a hmgthy period of life ....
Fourth, education is tllllllatched ill the extent to which it molds the

personality of the youth of society ....
Finally, education is so important that the state has made it

compulsory ....
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Indeed, in several places the Court seems to assert that the quality of
education lnust be equalized. As I have already noted, the Court
invalidated the financing system because it makes the "quality of a
child’s education depend upon the resources of his school district
and ultimately upon the pocketbook of his parents." And in the
penultimate paragraph of the opinion: "By our holding today we
further the cherished idea of American education that in a demo-
cratic society free public schools shall make available to all children
equally the abundant gifts of learning."

All of which is to say that there may be auother interpretation of
Serrano - consistent with my proposition that the quality of a
child’s education may not be a function of where a student lives,
what his parental circumstances are, or how highly his neighbors
value education. This proposition would prohibit variations in the
number of dollars spent on any child by virtue of his place of
residence. It would permit variations based on educationally relevant
characteristics of the child. It would also permit variations based on
such extra-educational factors as differences in price levels and
economies of scale.

You should be aware that I may stand ,alone in this interpretation
but I urge you to hear the words of the Court. In the course of the
opinion, the Court disposed of an argument "that territorial unifor-
mity in respect to the present financing system is not constitu-
tionally required;.., where fundamental rights or suspect classifica-
tions are at stake," said the Court, "a state’s general freedom to
discriminate on a geographical basis will be sigaaificantly curtailed by
the equal protection clause." In support of this interpretation, the
Court first relied upon the school closing cases in which the U.S.
Supreme Court invalidated efforts to shut schools in one part of a
state while schools in other areas continued to operate. Secondly, the
Court relied npon the reapportionment cases in which the U.S.
Supreme Court held that accidents of geography ,and arbitrary
boundary lines of local government can afford no gTound for discrim-
ination among a state’s citizens. "If a voter’s address may not deter-
mine the weight to which his ballot is entitled, surely it should not
determine the quality of his child’s education." Consequently, it
would appear that school finance plans cannot have different effects
solely because of geography. In other words, neither wealth nor geog-
raphy is a permissible basis for classifying children for the purpose of
determining how much is to be spent on their education.

The equal educational opportunity interpretation of Serrano
would require that educational resource allocation not depend upon
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where a student lives, ~vhat his parental circumstances are, or bow
highly his neighbors value education. One point which remains nn-
clear in the opinion is whether the equal protection clause has been
held to apply to children, to taxpayers, or to school districts. If it is
children who are entitled to equal protection, then it is difficult to
understand how the quality of a child’s education could be subjected
to a vote of his neighbors. The equal educational opportnnity inter-
pretation would penNt a variety of educational resonrce ,allocation
standards. For exa~nple, the mini~num attainment standard would
require that educational resonrces be allocated to every student until
he reaches a specified level of attainment. . The leveling standard
would require that resources be ,allocated in inverse proportion to
students’ ability; the competition standard would require their allo-
cation in direct proportion. The equal dollars per pnpil standard
would assume that ability is an illegitimate basis for differentiating
among stttdents. The classification standard would require that what
is regarded as a "suitable" level of support for a student of specified
characteristics is suitable for that student wherever he lives within
the state.10 The point is that these rules for allocating educational
resources are related to the characteristics of the child and not to the
characteristics of his school district.

A Model Legislative Response

The specific plan which I will outline was designed for the State of
Maryland. The principles seem consistent with the second interpre-
tation of Serrano and not inconsistent with the first interpretation of
Serrano as discussed earlier. The principles may be feasible for many
states. The proposal, in its detail, is snrely not applicable to other
states without modification. Major differences between Maryland
and many other states are the fact that Maryland has only 24 school
districts and the fact that expenditure variations among them are
relatively moderate.

We begin with a definition of full state funding which ga’ows out of
our second reading of Serrano. Our concept calls for a school finance
system which brings to bear all of a state’s educational tax base on
the education of all children in the public schools of that state. It
provides for equity both in educational taxation and in edncational
resource allocation. It requires that educational resource Mlocation

10For a detailed analysis, see Wise, Rich Schools, Poor Schools, Chapter 8.
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not depend upon xvhere a student lives, \vhat his parental circum-
stances are, or how highly his neighbors value education. It aw)ids
the specious state-local distinction in the generation of educational
revenues, for all taxes raised for educ~ttion are, in fact, state taxes.
The definition clearly accommodates a variety of educational
resource allocation schemes and systems for educational taxation. Its
only essential characteristic is that there be equity in the benefits and
burdens of education. The concept is compatible with the present
system of local school control. A version of full state funding is
explained in the recommendations which follow:

1. It ~s recommended that the state assume financial responsibility
for all public schools.

2. It ~s recommended that over a period of three years per pupil
expenditures frmn st~tte and local fnnds be equalized.

3. It is recommended that the equalized level of per pnpil expendi-
tures in three years be set at the level of tbe highest-spending school
district m 1971-72.

4. It is recommended that, in order to allow for differences in
econon~es of scale, the per pupil expenditure in any school may vary
5 percent in either direction from the equalized level.

5. It is recommended that, in order to allow for regional price-level
differences, the per pupil expenditnre in any school district lnay vary
5 percent in either direction from the eqnalized level.

6. It is recommended that certain types of Federal aid, notably
Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (assistance
for educationally deprived children), be allocated in addition to the
eqnalized level of per pnpil expenditure.

7. It is recommended that certain types of Federal aid, notably
school assistance in Federally affected areas, not be allocated in
addition to tbe equalized level of per pupil expenditure.

8. It is recommended for education purposes that a tmiform state-
wide tax on property or lnandated uniform locally-imposed tax on
property be instituted. It is further recommended that additional
revenues for education be generated by other statewide taxes, prefer-
ably the income tax.

9. Assuming the institution of tbese recolnmendations in 1972-73,
the state will have achieved an eqtutlized level of per pnpil expendi-
ture by 1974-75. At that point the state legislature can begin to set
levels of educational spending in competition with its assessment of
needs for other public services.

As was stated ~tt the outset, what Serrano mandates is not clear.
The model satisfies both interpretations of Serrano. The model satis-
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ties the interpretation that the capacity of school districts to raise
funds be equalized. It also satisfies the interpretation that all educa-
tional funds be ~nade available to students on an equitable basis. If
only the first interpretation is correct, then the model goes fttrther
than the California Supreme Court intended. If the Court did not
intend the second interpretation, then the opinion is concerned with
taxpayer equity and not equality of educational opportunity.11

Conchtsions

The prognosis for Serrano is unclear. Moreover, what Serrano in its
pristine interpretation wonld achieve by way of reform is extremely
limited.

However, casting school finance problems in a constitutional law
framework has, I believe, already had salubrious consequences. The
years since the legal theories were developed have seen an unprece-
dented level of school finance activity on the part of political bodies.
While other factors have undottbtedly played a part, the threat of
impending lawsuits may have served as an impetus to action in an
area that has been characterized by legislative intransigence.

The concept of "full state funding" has entered the vocabulary of
education. President Nixon has appointed a Comlnission on School
Finance and is reported to be "deeply conscious of the ineqttities and
the inadequacies of the property tax as the principal source of
support at the local level for the cost of education." The Advisory
Commission on Intergovernmental Relations has recommended that
the states assmne "sttbstantially all" of the responsibility for
financing local schools in order to grant property tax relief and
ensure equal edttcatiolaal opportunity. Governor William Milliken of
Michigan has been endeavoring to achieve broad reform in educa-
tional finance in that state for the last two years. Reportedly, the
Fleischmann Commission in New York State will recommend full
state assumption of the costs of education, imposition of a state-wide
property tax, stabilization of spending in wealthy school districts,
and ttltimately greater spending in districts with poor disadvantaged
youth.

11The model is described more fully in Arthur E. Wise, "School Finance Equalization

Lawsuits: A Model Legislative Response," Yale Review of Law and Social Action, Winter,
1972.
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Moreover, I believe the level of dialogue concerning equality of
educational opportunity has improved among school finance special-
ists. In the past, the analyses of such specialists have given rhetorical
notice to the concept of equality of educational opportunity; their
specific recommendations have, however, usually not called for sub-
stantial change. In contrast, the recently issued recommendations of
the National Educational Finance Project illustrate a fundamental
reorientation to change. The langttage of the NEFP’s brochure
"Futnre Directions for School Financing" is quite strong:

THE NUMBER OF DOLLARS SPENT ON EDUCATION SHOULD BE
BASED ON THE EDUCATIONAL NEEDS OF THE CHILDREN
RATHER THAN THE WEALTH OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT ....
Among the courses open to the state:
It can elinfiuate the local district’s authority to levy regressive property
taxes, providing the district instead with the entire cost of its program
from state and federal sources which are derived principally from in-
come aud consumer taxes.
If it chooses to retain the existing syste~n it can, as most states do at the
present time, reduce inequities in fiscal capacity by providing more
state funds per pupil to the districts of less wealth than to the districts
of greater wealth or it could entirely eliminate iuequities by distributing
whatever amounts of state school aid are required to eliminate the
differeuees in local wealth per pupil.
It can reorganize local districts to increase their efficiency and reduce
variations in wealth.
It can provade" tor" the extra costs of special education p.rograms12 and the
specialized services needed by some pupils and sehools.

Thus, whether school finance reform is achieved through the
courts is less important than that reform take place. Casting school
finance problems in legal terms may have helped to highlight the
need for reform. I am of the opinion that it would be far better for
state legislatures to undertake reform at their own initiative.

12National Educational Finance Project, "Future Directions for School Financing,"
Gainesville, Fla.: 1971, pp. 8, 31-32.


